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Abstract: We report the coupling of cylindrical metal wire THz surface plasmon-polaritons 
using odd TM mode of double-dielectric-slab waveguide. We analyze the mode matching 
issue. We calculate the coupling efficiency of the double-dielectric-slab waveguide to copper 
wire of 1 mm diameter with respect to waveguide structure, beam structure and the THz 
frequency, theoretically. It is concluded that at 4.2 THz the highest coupling efficiency 
achieved to be is 43.5%. We further show the coupling experimental system. 
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1. Introduction 
Terahertz (THz) wave which is locating between the infrared and microwave bands in the 
electromagnetic spectrum is one of the hot research topics. In recent years, THz technology 
has shown potential applications in many fields such as sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy. 
However, THz wave cannot transmit in the free space effectively, so that the waveguide for 
THz wave is very important. In 2004, Wang and Mittleman [1] reported that a simple metal 
wire can effectively guide THz wave as surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs). Since then, a lot 
of interesting theoretical and experimental work on THz SPPs have been carried out [2-18]. 
However, the coupling condition of THz SPPs is demanding, and the coupling efficiency has 
always been low. The coupling problem has become a topic of concern [19-25]. 
We put forward using double-dielectric-slab waveguide to couple the THz SPPs. We 
calculate the coupling efficiency, and it is identified that not only the theoretical coupling 
efficiency is higher but also the loss in the process of coupling is very small. This will drive 
the development of the THz SPPs researches and applications, and provide theoretical support 
for the design of THz function devices and realizing the THz biomedical super resolution 
imaging [26-28]. 
2. The mode field distribution 
2.1 The mode field of odd TM mode of double-dielectric-slab waveguide and 
Sommerfeld waves 
The double-dielectric-slab waveguide is composed of two pieces of silicon slab with a certain 
interval. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1, the width along y direction is supposed to 
be infinity, and the guided mode is confined to transmit along z direction. 
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Fig. 1. The double-dielectric-slab waveguide structure 
Through derivation, we get the distribution equations of transverse electric field of the odd 
TM mode as follows: 
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refraction indices of air, slab and air, respectively,   is the complex propagation constant of 
the waveguide, and 
0k  is the wave number in vacuum. The material of the slab adopts 
silicon here. The refraction index of air is 
1 1 3 3 1n n     , and the refraction index 
of silicon is 
2 2n  . The relative dielectric constant 2  of silicon can be calculated by 
the Drude model: 
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Where 11.7   is the high frequency dielectric constant of silicon, p  is the plasma 
oscillation frequency,   is the damping frequency and   is the angular frequency of the 
THz wave. Here, we adopt the silicon with low doped degree, and the parameters are: 
120.01 10 Hzp   ，
120.67 10 Hz   . 
When the interval between the two slabs is d = 2 a = 1 mm, the slab thickness is t = 
0.0435 mm, and the THz wave frequency is f = 0.3 THz, the mode propagation constant of 
odd TM mode is gotten to be 
-66283.66 - i*3.9297 10   . According to the propagation 
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constant and Eq. (1), we get the amplitude distribution of transverse electric field of this mode, 
as shown in Fig. 2 (a). On either side of x = 0, amplitude of electric field is symmetric (the 
part of x < 0 is not shown). When the diameter of the copper wire is 1 mm, f = 0.3 THz, the 
distribution of the radial electric field amplitude of TM mode of Sommerfeld waves in the air 
is shown in Fig 2 (b) [4]. 
 
Fig. 2. The normalized amplitude distribution of transverse electric field 
xE  (a) of the odd TM mode in the 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide and the normalized amplitude distribution of radial electric field (b) of 
Sommerfeld waves in the air 
The vibration of the transverse electric field of odd TM mode in double-dielectric-slab 
waveguide is in the opposite direction. The polarization direction is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. The polarization direction of transverse electric field of odd symmetrical TM mode in double-dielectric-slab 
waveguide 
2.2 Mode matching analysis 
For a cylindrical metal wire, the field intensity of THz SPPs in its internal part can be ignored 
[1], and the pattern can be regarded as a hollow beam. However, the center of the THz wave 
in free space is usually of the highest field intensity. Therefore in the coupling of THz SPPs, 
THz wave corresponding to the part of the wire section cannot be used effectively. However 
the middle field strength of the odd symmetrical TM mode in the double-dielectric-slab 
waveguide is very weak, and the amplitude distribution of the transverse electric field is 
shown in Fig. 2 (a). By comparing Fig. 2 (a) and (b), we see that there is a much higher 
matching degree in the mode field distribution. Furthermore the vibration direction of the 
transverse electric field in the double-dielectric-slab waveguide is vertical with respect to 
silicon slab as shown in Fig. 3, and the vibration directions are of the opposite on both sides 
of the y axis. 
When the given THz frequency is 0.3 THz, silicon interval is d = 2 a  = 1 mm, the 
relationships between the loss coefficient and the effective refractive index of odd 
symmetrical TM mode in the double-dielectric-slab waveguide with the thickness t of the 
silicon slab is shown in Fig. 4. By the figure, we can see that the loss coefficient of the pattern 
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in the given thickness range is very small, and its effective refractive index changes 
continuously from 1 to 2.5. The effective refractive index of THz SPPs of the metal wire is a 
slightly larger than 1. Through the reasonable design of the thickness of the silicon slab, we 
can make the matching of the wave vector. 
 
Fig. 4. The dependences of the amplitude loss coefficient (solid line) and effective refractive index (dashed line) of 
odd symmetrical TM mode in double-dielectric-slab waveguide on the slab thickness t. 
3. The coupling between odd TM mode field of double-dielectric-slab waveguide and 
Sommerfeld waves of cylindrical wire 
3.1 The equations to calculate coupling efficiency 
The mode field distribution of the incident THz beam from double-dielectric-slab waveguide 
on the x direction is shown in Eq. (1). In y direction the pattern is a Gaussian distribution, 
therefore the mode field distribution equation of the incident beam is: 
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Where σ is the Gaussian radius. The mode field distribution equation of the cylindrical wire 
Sommerfeld waves in the air can be written as follows [21]: 
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Where h  is the mode propagation constant of the guided mode in copper wire, 
0k  is the 
wave number in vacuum. The projection factor is: 
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The coupling efficiency can be calculated as [21, 29]: 
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3.2 The relationship between coupling efficiency and the thickness t of a silicon slab 
When the wire diameter is 1 mm, d = 2 a  = 1 mm as interval between two silicon slabs, THz 
frequency is f = 0.3 THz, Gaussian distribution σ = 6.75 mm. We get the law of coupling 
efficiency with respect to the thickness t of the silicon slab, as shown in Fig. 5: 
 
Fig. 5. The dependences of the coupling efficiency (solid line) and the effective refractive index (dashed line) of 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide on the thickness t of silicon slab 
From the figure we can see that there is an optimal thickness of the silicon slab which makes 
the coupling efficiency to be maximum. At the optimal thickness t = 0.0435 mm, the highest 
coupling efficiency is up to 32%. The coupling efficiency first increases sharply and then 
decreases with the increasing of thickness. This is because when the thickness is lower than 
the optimal thickness, the mode field radius on x direction of double-dielectric-slab 
waveguide is too large and the matching degree of mode field distribution is very low. When 
the thickness is larger than the optimal thickness, the matching degrees of both the wave 
vector and the mode field distribution are much lower. The highest coupling efficiency has not 
been appeared at the point where the wave vectors match as exactly. It is a little higher in the 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide. This is because of the matching degree of the mode field 
distributions. 
3.3 The relationship between the coupling efficiency and the Gaussian radius σ of the y 
direction 
For the wire diameter of 1 mm, slabs interval of d = 2 a  = 1 mm, THz frequency of f = 0.1 
THz, 0.3 THz and 1 THz, we get the approximate optimal thicknesses of silicon slab, they are 
t = 0.202 mm, 0.0435 mm and 0.0054 mm, respectively. We get the rules of the coupling 
efficiency changing with the Gaussian radius σ of the y direction as shown in Fig. 6: 
 
Fig. 6. The dependence of coupling efficiency on the Gaussian distribution radius σ of y direction: f = 0.1 THz, t = 
0.202 mm, solid line; f = 0.3 THz, t = 0.0435 mm, dashed line; f = 1THz, t = 0.0054 mm, dotted line. 
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From the figure we can see that with the increase of σ, the coupling efficiency increases first, 
and there is an optimal σ for each frequency. At f = 1 THz the maximum coupling efficiency 
is more than 38%. 
3.4 The relationship between coupling efficiency and the THz frequency 
For the wire diameter of 1 mm, and d = 2 a = 1 mm, σ = 6.75 mm, t = 0.15 mm, we get the 
rule of the coupling efficiency changing with the THz frequency f as shown in Fig. 7: 
 
Fig. 7. The dependences of the coupling efficiency (solid line) and the effective refractive index (dashed line) of 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide on the THz frequency f. 
Fig. 7 illustrates that the coupling efficiency has a maximum value with the increase of the 
THz frequency. For this kind of structure of the double-dielectric-slab waveguide, the 
maximum coupling efficiency is  30% at 0.126 THz. 
3.5 The relations between maximum coupling efficiency optC  and the optimal slab 
thickness optt  and optimal Gaussian radius opt  with THz frequency 
In order to achieve for maximum coupling efficiency at a given THz frequency, we need to 
design the structure of the double-dielectric-slab waveguide and the structure of THz sources 
beam. The wire diameter is 1 mm, the slabs interval is d = 2 a = 1 mm, and we only change t 
and σ. We get the maximum coupling efficiency and the optimal waveguide and beam 
structure at different THz frequency as shown in Fig. 8.  
 
Fig. 8. The laws of maximum coupling efficiency (a) and the optimal thickness of the silicon slab (b, solid line) 
and the optimal radius of the Gaussian beam (b, dashed line) changing with the THz frequency f. 
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The maximum coupling efficiency 
optC  increases first and has a maximum value with the 
increase of frequency. At 4.2 THz the maximum 
optC  is  42.9% when optt = 0.00039 mm 
and 
opt = 0.93 mm. The corresponding optimal thickness of the slab and optimal Gaussian 
radius both decrease on THz frequency as shown in Fig. 9 (b). It is worth to point out that in 
the range of 1.4 - 9.1 THz, the maximum coupling efficiency 
optC  is exceed 40%. 
3.6 The law of coupling efficiency changing with the slabs interval d 
In case of f = 4.2 THz, wire diameter is 1 mm, σ = 0.93 mm, t = 0.00039 mm, we change the 
interval d between the two slabs, and we get the results below: 
 
Fig. 9. The dependence of the coupling efficiency (solid line) and the effective refractive index (dashed line) of 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide on the interval d of the two silicon slabs 
From Fig. 9, we can see that there exists an optimal d of a THz frequency, Optimal d for 4.2 
THz is about 1.12 mm at this condition, and the maximum coupling efficiency is up to 
 43.2%. At last, we change t, d, and σ at the same time, and we get the maximum coupling 
efficiency at 4.2 THz is  43.5%, when optt = 0.00037 mm, optd = 1.18 mm, opt = 0.92 mm. 
4. The stimulation of odd symmetrical TM mode in double-dielectric-slab waveguide 
For the cylindrical metal wire THz SPPs, we plan to set up the coupling experiment system as 
shown in Fig. 10. The SIFIR-50 is the THz source. Since the field component of the TM 
mode and TE mode is completely orthogonal, by setting the polarization direction of incident 
THz wave we can only select the TM mode. THz wave first reflects on the metal parabolic 
mirror to collimate, and then half of the THz wave directly exposes to the 
double-dielectric-slab waveguide, and the other half first pass through the / 2  medium 
slice and then exposes to the double-dielectric-slab waveguide. This make the incident THz 
wave in the waveguide to have a odd symmetrical distribution, which can inspire odd 
symmetrical TM mode. 
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Fig. 10. The planning coupling experimental system 
5. Conclusion 
We propose using odd TM mode of double-dielectric-slab waveguide to implement the 
coupling of cylindrical wire Sommerfeld waves. We analyze the mode matching issue. The 
calculation formulas of coupling efficiency are given, and we calculate the rules of the 
coupling efficiency changing with the silicon thickness t, Gaussian radius σ of y direction and 
the THz frequency. We further obtain the laws of the maximum coupling efficiency 
optC  
and the 
optt  and opt  changing with the frequency when d is equal to the wire diameter. 
Finally we change the slabs interval d, and we find the maximum coupling efficiency. The 
maximum coupling efficiency we calculate is as high as 43.5% at 4.2 THz. We further give 
the planning experiment system and this scheme has many advantages in the experiment. We 
can realize much higher experimental coupling efficiency of metal wire THz SPPs. 
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